Dump bags
FOLDER

Small dump bag -12
22-00301-09-000 Grey
22-00301-56-000 Multicam
W=16 x H=30 x D=9 cm.
Weight: 80 g.

Features
The perfect bag to rapidly place your empty
magazines in during a fire fight.
Zipped, so it can be used as a small backpack
It's also good to store gloves, ear defenders etc.
when not in use.
Use it to place evidence or other important
things during a raid.
Basically the bag is designed to carry things
temporarily that you don't want to carry in your
hands.
Carried rolled up in the bottom of the
equipment vest.
Pull the square ring when the bag is needed.
Stores 4-5 x 5,56 magazines, ear defenders,
gloves etc.

The zipped flap can be
folded down into the bag
and secured there with a
Velcro piece,

SNIGELDESIGN

The bag is zipped so it
securely can store different
pieces of equipment.

The bag has attachment
points on the back so it
can be attached on the
back of a vest or similar
and used as a small
backpack.

When rolled up, the dump
bag takes little space.
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Dump bag -04
DP-04O

Olive

W=31 x H=34 x D=10 cm.
Weight: 140 g.

Features
The perfect bag to rapidly place your empty
magazines in during a fire fight.
It's also good to store gloves, ear defenders etc.
when not in use.
Use it to place evidence or other important
things during a raid.
Basically the bag is designed to carry things
temporarily that you don't want to carry in your
hands.
Carried rolled up in the bottom of the
equipment vest.
Pull the Large square ring when the bag is
needed.
The string with cord lock in the top can be
tightened to tighten the opening of the bag.
Stores 8-12 x 5,56 magazines, ear defenders,
gloves etc.

In the top of the dump
bag a string is placed in a
channel. When you pull
the string, the top of the
pouch closes.

SNIGELDESIGN

To open the bag , you pull
the D-ring.

The bag is attached in the
bottom of the vest or belt.
Then you can attach
pouches on top of the
dump pouch.

The bag stores up to 12
magazines.
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Dump bag -10
22-00519-01-000
22-00519-09-000
22-00519-17-000
22-00519-56-000

Black
Grey
Olive
Multicam

W=27 x H=34 x D=10 cm.
Weight: 165 g.

Features
The perfect bag to rapidly place your empty
magazines in during a fire fight.
Zipped, so it can be used as a small backpack
It's also good to store gloves, ear defenders etc.
when not in use.
Use it to place evidence or other important
things during a raid.
Basically the bag is designed to carry things
temporarily that you don't want to carry in your
hands.
Carried rolled up in the bottom of the
equipment vest.
Pull the Large square ring when the bag is
needed.
Stores 8-12 x 5,56 magazines, ear defenders,
gloves etc.

The bag has attachment
points on the back so it
can be attached on the
back of a vest or similar
and used as a small
backpack.

SNIGELDESIGN

The zipped flap can be
folded down into the bag
and secured there with a
Velcro piece,

The bag is zipped so it
securely can store different
pieces of equipment.

When rolled up, the dump
bag takes little space.
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Features of the dump bags

Insert the attachment tabs into the
bottom of the vest or belt.

Fold the hook part towards itself
and then insert it under the 10 mm
band on the back of the dump bag.
Do the same for all the attachment
tabs.

Pull the pouch to make sure it is
securely attached.

The bag can be rolled to a narrow
width.

the bag can also, easier be rolled
up to a wide width.

The bag has attachment points on
the back so it can be attached on
the back of a vest or similar and
used as a small backpack.

The bag is normally carried folded
out to store gloves, ear defenders or
other things that you don’t want to
carry in your hands.

The bag can also be attached to
parts of your vehicle to be used for
all kinds of storage.

The dump bag used as a backpack.
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